TRIALOG IV:
Strengthening Civil Society for Development Cooperation in the enlarged EU
TRIALOG Activities

(I) Policy Dialogue
- Policy & Advocacy
- Study Visit Development Policy – new!
- EPAN
- CONCORD Working groups
- Step-by-Step guide to Policy & Advocacy – new!

(II) East-West-South TRIALOGUE
- Development Conference in the South – new!
- Field visits – new!
- Exchanges (Expert Sending, DE, Policy/Advocacy) – new!
- Partnership Fair
- Partner Search
TRIALOG Activities

(III) Resource & Knowledge Centre

• Training
• Pool of Multipliers – new!
• Central Training
• Organisational Development – new!
• Professional Development
• Platform Support
  ▪ Platform Building Seminars
  ▪ Political Visits
  ▪ Strategic 5 year vision and annual plan – new!
TRIALOG Activities

(IV) Information Platform
- TIS, website, printed bulletin
- Database
- Articles, information distribution
- Country reports

(V) Coordination & Networking
- national and international networking
- Annual plan, monitoring, team meetings
- Management Team, Advisory Group
- External Evaluation
Network Development & Evolution
for the California Research and Education Community

CalREN-XD
Experimental/Developmental Network

CalREN-HPR
High-Performance Research Network

CalREN-DC
Digital California Network

Tier 1
Bleeding-edge Services for Network Researchers

Tier 2
Leading-edge Services for Large Application Users

Tier 3
All K-20 California Research and Education Users
Strengths

• Representativity
• Connectivity
• Sharing and Learning
• Dividing Tasks
Challenges

• Decision making
• Non-competitiveness
• Growth
• Strategic participatory planning
Platforms

- Mission
- Structure
- Services
• Black Sea….a platform for WHAT?
• Existing experiences
• Possibilities
• Challenges
Thank You!